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ABSTRACT | Nonmechanical steering of optical beams will

enable revolutionary systems with random access pointing,

similar to microwave radar phased arrays. An early approach

was birefringent liquid crystals writing a sawtooth phase profile

in one polarization, using 2� resets. Liquid crystals were used

because of high birefringence. Fringing fields associated with

voltage control required to implement the 2� resets have limited

the efficiency and steering angle of this beam steering approach.

Because of steering angle limitations, this conventional liquid

crystal steering approach is usually combined with a large angle

step-steering approach. Volume holograms, birefringent prisms

or sawtooth-profile birefringent phase gratings, and circular-type

polarization gratings are the large angle step steering approaches

that will be reviewed in this paper. Alternate steering approaches

to the combined liquid crystal and step-steering approach exist.

Microelectromechanical system mirrors, lenslet arrays, electro-

wetting, and a variable birefringent grating approach will be

reviewed and compared against the conventional liquid crystal

and step-steering approaches. Step-steering approaches can

also be combined with these approaches. Multiple nonmechan-

ical steering approaches are developing that will allow high-

efficiency steering, excellent steering accuracy, and wide fields

of view.

KEYWORDS | Beam steering; nonmechanical beam steering;

optical phased arrays; spatial light modulators

I . INTRODUCTION

Steering and stabilizing are still major limitations of

electro-optical systems such as laser radar. Mechanical

pointing and stabilization are still the norm, limiting rapid

pointing ability, maintaining a high mechanical complex-

ity, keeping reliability low, and keeping costs high.

Nonmechanical approaches to increase pointing speed,

provide random access pointing, decrease complexity,
increase reliability, and reduce costs can make a major

impact on future optical systems.

The challenge for nonmechanical beam steering is that,

for many applications, we desire both to steer to a large angle

(þ=�45� or more) and to have reasonably large apertures

(5 cm or more). This implies a very large number of steering

states (defined in one dimension as the total steering angle

divided by the diffraction-limited angular spot size). Related
to the number of steering states is the Lagrange invariant.

This invariant is a property of the optical system and does

not change with propagation through the system, including

components like telescopes. At a pupil plane (in air), the

Lagrange invariant is defined as the product of the radius of

the pupil times the tangent of the maximum steering half-

angle. Hence, for the specifications above, we are interested
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in Lagrange invariants on the order of 2.5 cm or larger. To
achieve this value, we have typically found the need to

implement nonmechanical steering with at least two stages:

a large-angle discrete steering stage and a small-angle

continuous steering stage [1].

A large number of nonmechanical beam steering

technologies have been investigated. We review some of

those in this paper. The remainder of this paper is

organized as follows. We begin by describing the basic
physics of nonmechanical beam steering, which leads to a

means to categorize the beam-steering approaches. We

then discuss several steering technologies that have been

developed and indicate for which category they are most

suitable. Some of the more promising technologies will be

described in more detail in later sections.

A. Physics of Nonmechanical Beam Steering
We can understand the physics of nonmechanical beam

steering by considering the effect of a prism on an incident

beam normal to a surface. The index of refraction in a

prism is larger than that of air, so light travels more slowly

within the prism. The angle of light passing through a

prism will be changed because the light moving through

the thick portion of the prism will be delayed compared to

light traveling through the thin portion. Steering can be
accomplished by changing the thickness of the prism.

Light could be steered electronically by writing a prism.

The problem is that it is difficult to create an optical path

difference (OPD) as large as would be required to write a

full prism of appreciable width. For example, a 10-cm-wide

aperture steering to 30� would require > 5 cm OPD on the

thick side of the prism.

For a narrow wavelength, we can take advantage of the
fact that light is a sine wave. With sine waves it does not

matter if we have 0, 2�, 4�, or 2n� phase shift. From a

phase point of view, they are all the same. Therefore, as

one moves across the width of the prism, one can subtract

2� of phase every time the phase reaches 2�, resulting in a

sawtooth phase profile. The unfolded phase, which is

called a modulo 2� phase profile, looks like the phase

profile that would result from propagation through a full
prism, and steers light in the same manner. This is shown

in Fig. 1. The benefit of using a modulo 2� phase profile is

that the required OPD can be small. The maximum

required OPD is approximately equal to the wavelength of

the light being used. The modulo 2� steering approach

does make the beam steerer very wavelength-dependent

(dispersive) [2], [3].

The largest angle one can steer to using the modulo 2�
approach is determined by the size of the smallest
individually addressable phase element. If you illuminate

the full array of phase shifters with a Gaussian beam, then

any individual phase shifter will have an approximately

uniform irradiance distribution across it. For a circular

aperture uniformly illuminated, the full width beam

divergence at the half power point is [4]:

� ffi 1:03 � �
d

(1)

where � ¼ beam divergence, � ¼ wavelength of the

electromagnetic radiation, and d ¼ the width of the

individual radiator. If phase can be locked among many

individual radiators, the beam will become narrower in

angle proportional to the increase in the effective size of

the radiator. If the full array is uniformly illuminated, then

we can substitute

D ¼ nd (2)

into (1), where n is the number of individual radiators

assembled to make the large radiator and where we have

assumed that the pitch of the radiator separations is equal to

the width of the radiator (i.e., unity fill factor). For Gaussian

illumination of the full array, the effective size of the large

aperture is reduced and the beam divergence increases. The

allowed amount of clipping of the Gaussian beam by the

aperture array determines how much the effective aperture
size is reduced. By adjusting the phasing among the

individual elements, the narrow beam can be steered under

the envelope of the larger beam resulting from an individual

radiator. Fig. 2 shows this for uniform illumination.Fig. 1. Modulo 2� phase shifting to create beam steering.

Fig. 2. The envelope under which beam steering occurs.
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Phased array microwave radars steer to angles larger than
45�. To do this, the radars use individual radiators that are at

a half-wavelength spacing or closer. In radar, the conven-

tional discussion of half-wavelength spacing says individual

phase adjustable radiators must be no larger than half-

wavelength to reduce grating lobes [5]. This is a different

view of the same physics. From (1), if d equals one-half of �,

then � ¼ 2:06 rad or 118�. This is the full beam width at the

half power points. We could steer plus or minus 45� and still
be above the half power point, neglecting the cosine factor

loss in the projected area of the aperture.

The modulo 2� phase shift approach shown in Fig. 1 is

essentially a blazed transmission grating. The periodic

sawtooth phase profile results in efficient deflection of the

light into one diffraction order of the grating if the blaze is

constructed properly. In nonmechanical beam steering, the

parameters of the grating are electronically controlled,
making them dynamic gratings. Consider the grating equation

sin � ¼ m�

A
(3)

where � is the steering angle, m is the order of steering

associated with the grating, � is the wavelength of light, and

A is the period of the grating. There are two basic approaches

to beam steering using sawtooth dynamic gratings [6]. One

approach is to vary the period A. This is done by controlling

the number of phase shifters that are contained within one
period of the grating. Variable period beam steering is shown

in Fig. 3. In this approach, the grating is blazed to steer to the

first order ðm ¼ 1Þ. The OPD monotonically increases until

it equals one wavelength of a design wavelength. Then we

subtract one wavelength, or 2� phase, from the OPD. For

variable period beam steering, the period before a one-

wavelength reset is smaller when we steer to larger angles.

The largest angle we can steer to efficiently is determined by
the smallest allowed period between resets.

Another approach to beam steering using sawtooth

dynamic gratings is to vary the blaze of the grating, which

varies the order m to which energy is efficiently steered. This

is implemented by allowing the maximum OPD to take on

values up to many wavelengths. The period between resets is

constant but the varying blaze results in energy’s being steered

to different angles, or orders. Variable blaze beam steering is
shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that variable blaze beam

steering only steers to discrete angles where the value of the

reset is a multiple of the wavelength, a multiple of 2� phase.

In order to steer continuously in variable blaze beam

steering, one can add a second, variable period dynamic

grating. This can be implemented by placing a 0 to 2�
phase layer underneath each fixed period of the variable

blaze grating. By adjusting the phase on these layers under

each fixed period, it is possible to move the location of the

discrete steering angles [7].

B. Approaches to Nonmechanical Beam Steering
Early approaches to nonmechanical steering were

undertaken by a number of workers. Beam steering based
on the electro-optic effect was investigated in different

materials, including lithium tantalate [8] as well as lithium

niobate [9]. Typically these approaches did not lead to the

large Lagrange invariant that we desire. Arrays of wave-

guides have also been investigated, e.g., in AlGaAs [10], but

again waveguide arrays have a limited Lagrange invariant.

Liquid crystal technologies are of particular interest to us

because of the potential to achieve the large Lagrange
invariants we desire but at the same time can potentially be

fabricated using well-established techniques, for example,

liquid crystal displays [11]. Liquid crystals approaches have

been investigated for a considerable number of years [12].

Liquid crystals have high birefringence, so can steer by

creating a large OPD for one polarization using relatively

modest voltages. Liquid crystal devices have been fabricated

to implement both variable blaze [13] and variable period
[14]–[16] steering. The variable period approach used an

array of piston phase shifters to approximate a sawtooth

phase profile with 2� phase resets under electronic control.

Steering time is typically on the order of milliseconds.

While liquid crystal devices have several advantages, one

important disadvantage has proven to be their steering

efficiency at large angles. The issues with steering efficiency

will be discussed in Section II, but a result of the low
efficiency is that alternate techniques have been investigated

for steering to large angles. The final steering system then

often consists of a liquid crystal optical phased array for

continuous steering over small angles combined with an

alternate technique that provides steering to a discrete

number of larger angles. The combination results in a system

with continuous steering over large angular range.

A few different techniques for large angle discrete
steering have been investigated. These are discussed inFig. 3. Variable period beam steering.

Fig. 4. Illustration of variable blaze beam steering.
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detail in Section III, but we briefly mention them here.
One technique is based on multiplexed volume hologra-

phy. A limited number of gratings that steer to large angles

are written into a holographic recording medium. A

particular grating is addressed by small angle steering in

front of the hologram. A second small angle steering device

is used behind the hologram to provide continuous angle

steering between the angles produced by the holograms

[17], [18]. A second approach is birefringent prisms. In this
case, a series of prisms are used that steer to one of two

states depending on the polarization of the incident light.

Only one continuous steering stage is required. Electron-

ically controlled waveplates are used to alter the polari-

zation before each prism to choose the binary direction of

steering. The main difficulty of this approach is the

thickness of prisms for large angles, resulting in the beam

either being clipped by later stages of the beam steerer or
requiring the aperture diameters to increase. A thinner

alternative is fixed, modulo 2�, sawtooth-profile birefrin-

gent phase gratings. These gratings can provide wide angle

step-steering stages [19]. The last wide-angle step-steering

approach to be considered here can be described as

circularly polarized liquid crystal birefringent polarization

gratings, formed in bulk, surface aligned, liquid crystals. In

the literature, these are referred to as liquid crystal
polarization gratings (LCPGs) [20]. LCPGs have been

demonstrated to have a diffractive efficiency exceeding

99.5%. These are a new class of liquid crystal gratings that

generate phase shift using polarization rotation rather than

varying the OPD. LCPGs have the same benefits from

being thin as the OPD-based sawtooth gratings but have a

linear, rather than sawtooth, phase profile [20]. Therefore,

the discontinuity and thus the higher order diffraction due
to imperfect modulo 2� resets and any shadowing due to

those resets are eliminated. This difference will be further

discussed in the paper.

While liquid crystal based optical phased array

concepts and their associated large-angle steering techni-

ques have received considerable attention over the years, a

number of other approaches to developing phased arrays

have been, and are being, investigated. One well-known
approach is based on microelectromechanical systems

(MEMS) [21]–[25]. The optical MEMS devices can be

manufactured to implement a variable period approach to

beam steering by fabricating a series of mirrors that move

perpendicular to the substrate, imparting a piston phase to

light reflected off the surface. Two issues with this

approach are the minimum size of MEMS mirrors and

the fill factor [26]. As discussed earlier, to have an ideal
beam steerer using piston phase changes, we would like

half-wavelength spacing or less between phase elements.

This is impractical given current MEMS fabrication

technology. Alternately, optical MEMS can be fabricated

to implement a variable blaze approach. In this case, each

mirror is tilted to produce the appropriate blaze to steer to

the desired angle (see Fig. 5). Using a tilted sawtooth

approach, the phase profile is perfect (assuming the

micromirrors are flat) until the reset. The reset then must

be 2�; 4�; . . . ; 2n� in phase, or an integral number of
wavelengths, in order to have no phase discontinuity at the

reset. This puts a strict requirement on the MEMS device

to control the tilt of the micromirrors. We contrast this

type of optical MEMS with the more standard amplitude

modulation MEMS, in which the mirrors are used just to

deflect light out of the optical path.

Since the MEMS approach is a variable blaze approach,

an additional phase shift layer is required to produce
continuous steering. An interesting alternative is to

incorporate actuators with each mirror that also produce

piston motion of the tilted mirrors. This concept is

discussed more fully in Section IV.

The other restriction with MEMS mirrors is they need to

be used in a reflective mode. This is a disadvantage since

more compact systems can be built using transmissive optics,

but for some applications this engineering restriction will be
acceptable. Geometries exist that allow steering in both

dimensions using reflective steering approaches.

Electrowetting can also be used as a method to steer

optical beams [27]. This technique can generate a prism-

like phase profile over a fixed period. These are variable

blaze dynamic gratings. We require a zero to 2� phase

layer to make the reset an integral number of wavelengths.

If the phase layer can be adjusted, then this method can
steer to a continuous set of angles. We need to make the

space between prisms as small as possible to enhance fill

factor. This approach is also discussed in Section IV.

We have looked at a set of three cascaded microlens

arrays as another steering method [28]. This is also a variable

blaze (fixed period) beam steerer, but it has no physical

resets. There are virtual resets of the wavefront exiting the

last microlens array. Only the first derivative of phase
changes discontinuously in a physical layer. In theory,

cascaded microlens array steering can obtain very high

efficiency. The issue will be if we can obtain high efficiency

in practice, due to the engineering complexity associated

with making the microlenses uniform, high fill factor, and

the need to have many layers. Microlens arrays are typically

fabricated out of optical materials and are therefore static.

However, we have also looked at generating microlens arrays
in liquid crystal devices, in which case they can be dynamic,

under electronic control. Lenslets can be solid, unchanging,

devices or written. Static microlens arrays require micro-

motion to produce steering. Microlens arrays written into

liquid crystal devices can be accurately controlled, and the

Fig. 5. Additional phase layer with MEMS mirrors.
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movement of the lenses can occur without any physical
motion of the device.

Another approach to high-efficiency steering is called

vertical-continuous optical phased arrays (V-COPA), a

recent approach originated by Kent State [29]. This approach

is based on the same underlying physics as the fixed LCPGs

introduced earlier. In V-COPA, a continuous phase shift

occurs without the need for a phase reset. As with the

LCPGs, this approach directly generates a phase shift. There
is no jump in either phase or any derivative of phase. In

addition, the continuous phase shift is accomplished with a

half-wavelength-thick layer of liquid crystal. This approach

has shown very high deflection efficiency and is tunable in

angle. This is an ideal beam-steering approach if various

issues, such as speed of response, can be solved.

II . CLASSIC LIQUID CRYSTAL STEERING

By imposing an electric field, it is possible to change the

index of refraction of a liquid crystal for light of a given

polarization. We can write a sawtooth phase profile,

discussed earlier, by using a series of small electrodes

across from a ground plane, with a liquid crystal medium

in between. Fig. 6 shows such a device.

The birefringence of the liquid crystal is produced by
the rotation of the molecules under the applied voltage.

Alignment layers create forces to make one orientation

preferred in the absence of an electric field. An electric

field can cause the molecules to reorient. Fig. 7 shows a

liquid crystal cell in two different states: one with voltage

applied and one without voltage applied.

Switching speed of a steering device is an important

parameter. Speed of a liquid crystal steering device
depends on how fast the liquid crystal molecules will

rotate from one orientation to another. The relaxation time

for a liquid crystal cell to return to its no-voltage state,

once the electric field is removed, is given by

�d ¼
t2�

k�2
(4)

where

�d time to return to no-voltage state;

t cell thickness;

k effective elastic constant;

� viscosity.

As can be seen from (4), cutting the cell thickness in

half reduces switching time by a factor of four. Turnoff

relaxation time is usually much slower than the time it

takes to turn on the phase shift. Turn-on time is given by

�r ¼
�d

V
Vt

� �2

� 1

� � (5)

where V ¼ applied voltage and Vt ¼ threshold voltage.

We see that driving the turn-on with higher voltage speeds

it up by approximately the square of the ratio of increased

voltage.

Most liquid crystal based beam steerers to date have used

nematic liquid crystals. For that case, the speeds are as

described in (5) and (6). At high drive voltages, the turn-on
time becomes much different than the turnoff time, so

turnoff time is the majority of the speed limitation. To speed

up the turnoff response, people have developed dual-

frequency liquid crystals (DFLCs), which drive the mole-

cules both on and off. This means (6) can be used for both

turn on and turn off. With DFLCs, the dielectric properties of

the material change sign as a function of the frequency of the

applied ac voltage. As a result, the liquid crystal molecules
are driven in different directions depending on the drive

frequency, allowing the molecules to be driven into both

states shown in Fig. 7. This complicates the electronic drivers

since they must be able to drive the cell with two distinct

frequencies, one above the critical frequency and one below

[30], [31]. The critical frequency is nominally near 10 kHz

for available DFLCs. Another possible method of speeding up

liquid crystal beam-steering devices is by mixing polymers
into the liquid crystals to effectively have many thinner cells

[32]–[35]. A third method is to use smectic C liquid crystals

instead of nematics [36].

Another important parameter for beam steering is

steering efficiency, that is, how much of the light input to

the steering unit is sent in the desired direction. There are

two main efficiency considerations for liquid crystal beam

steering. One is the flyback region, which is determined by
fringing fields [37]. This effect is a result of the inability of

the device to change its voltage profile instantaneously in

space. The flyback region essentially reduces the fill factor

of the grating. Equation (6) gives the efficiency due to

flyback region effects. Fig. 8 shows that during the flybackFig. 6. A liquid crystal cell.

Fig. 7. Liquid crystal cell with voltage applied and

without voltage applied.
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portion of the phase profile, the beam is deflected in the

wrong direction

� ¼ 1� �F

�

� �2

: (6)

Here � is efficiency, �F is the width of the flyback
region, and � is the width between resets [14].

Fig. 8 shows the fringing field difficulty for the liquid

crystal approach. Fringing fields make it impossible to

impose an electric field that stays only between the small

electrodes. Instead, the field expands outward to each side

of the small electrode. As a rule of thumb, the narrowest

width of a voltage region above an electrode is about the

thickness of the liquid crystal layer between the electrode
and the ground plane [38]. Since the thickness of the

liquid crystal layer is often larger than the spacing between

the electrodes, it can be seen that fringing fields can have a

significant effect. For transmissive beam steering, the cell

has to be about as thick as required to obtain one

wavelength, or 2� phase, of OPD. With a birefringence of

0.3, this means the cell has to be about 3.3 times one

wavelength in thickness. For variable period beam
steering, the steering angle in radians is approximately

one wavelength divided by the distance between resets �.

If we just use (6) as the loss in efficiency, then Table 1

gives efficiency for some interesting cases.

You can see from Table 1 and Fig. 9 that efficiency

drops off very fast for conventional liquid crystal based

beam steering. Unfortunately, if we want high efficiency,

we need to limit the steering angles used for sawtooth phase

profile liquid crystal continuous steering to very small

angles. For a quarter of a degree angular steering, we only

achieve about 98% steering efficiency. For 1� steering, we
are down to 90% efficiency. If we need 1� steering in both

azmuith and elevation, we need to square that loss. This is

even a major limitation for use as the fine angle steering

before a wide-angle course steering element. Imagine using

holographic step steering as shown in Fig. 10 and having a

1� beam steerer before and after it, with steering in both

azmuith and elevation. Just the fine-angle LC beam steerers

result in almost 40% loss in efficiency.
The second contribution to steering efficiency is from

the discrete nature of the phase steps. Equation (7) gives

the loss in efficiency from using discrete steps

� ¼
sin �

q

� �
�
q

0
@

1
A

2

(7)

where � is efficiency and q is the number of steps in a ramp.

Table 2 shows efficiency versus number of steps in a ramp.

Some early liquid crystal beam steering work avoided

the loss associated with discrete steps, discussed above

[13]. In this approach, a linear ramp in electric field was

used instead of discrete phase steps. Initially it was not

obvious which approach would be preferred, but the

discrete steps did not provide a significant loss, and the

Fig. 8. The effect of fringing fields on phase profile.

Table 1 Efficiency Versus Angle Limited by Fringing Field Effects

Fig. 9. Efficiency versus angle limited by fringing field effects.

Fig. 10. Holographic wide-angle steering.
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linear region of the voltage versus phase shift was only a

small portion of the full phase shift available from a liquid

crystal cell, so it was necessary to make the LC cell thicker.
The major loss using liquid crystal beam deflection had to

do with fringing fields. This loss was not affected by using

discrete steps versus a linear profile. The net result is the

linear liquid crystal phase ramp approach to steering

optical beams was not pursued further.

A third possible loss mechanism associated with liquid

crystal beam steering devices is due to polarization [39],

[40]. Especially near the phase resets, it is possible for
polarization to be distorted, causing efficiency issues in

later stages of steering.

III . LARGE-ANGLE DISCRETE STEERING

As mentioned earlier, optical phased arrays, and in

particular liquid crystal optical phased arrays, require an

alternate means to steer to large angles. Several of these
are described in detail in this section.

A. Volume Holographic Step Steering
Volume (thick) holograms offer the potential to imple-

ment large-angle steering with high efficiency [41]. In this

concept, a reference beam at a steering angle of interest is

mixed with a signal beam in a holographic medium. Once the

hologram is developed, it will diffract an incident signal
beam into the direction of the reference beam, thereby

steering the signal beam. Through the use of multiple

holograms, multiple discrete steering angles can be ad-

dressed. These steering angles can be large, allowing us to

achieve the large Lagrange invariants that we desire. A high

fidelity, rugged medium for writing holograms is photo-

thermal glass [42]. Holographic glass can be angle addressed

or addressed with a more complex codes [17], [18], [43], [44].
For a variable wavelength source, these gratings can also be

addressed by changing wavelength while keeping the angle

constant [45]. The focus of this review paper is on steering

approaches for narrow-band wavelength light, so angle

addressing is the approach that will be reviewed here. With

angle addressing, a beam steerer selects which hologram is

addressed, resulting in the desired large angle of deflection.

This scheme has the advantage of being able to use small
angle continuous beam steering devices, such as the liquid

crystal devices described in Section II, as the means to

address the holograms without requiring technologies such
as agile wavelength sources (which may not be permitted by

the application) or unique phase encoding devices. Advances

in volume holographic gratings in photothermal refractive

glass make volume holograms a very interesting large-angle

step-steering approach. Each glass holographic grating can

have > 99% efficiency [46], [47]. When two holograms are

written in a single piece of glass, the efficiency can still be

over 98% [48]. Losses due to scattering and absorption can
be less than 0.5% for each holographic grating. These

gratings are very capable of handling high power. As of now,

the largest diameter holographic glass available is about 5 cm

in diameter [46].

Many layers of holographic glass can be placed back to

back with low loss. For example, we could use eight

holograms in each direction, azimuth and elevation. If

each hologram steers to an angle separated by five degrees
from the adjacent angle, then we have a total field of

regard of 40�, broken up into eight zones of 5� each. The

incoming light is only diffracted by the holographic grating

that has light input at the proper angle, and wavelength.

There is no additional diffractive loss by using more

gratings. More volume holograms do however introduce

reflection, scattering, and absorption losses. In addition,

the thickness of the grating stack increases. Only one
grating in each dimension is set to steer light input at a

given angle, dividing the steering into zones. Steering

inside of each zone is referred to as filling each zone. This

requires the use of a second beam steerer in each

dimension after the stack of volume holograms. This

wide-angle steering approach therefore requires two

moderate angle, continuous, beam-steering devices, one

before (for zone selection) and one after (for zone fill) the
stack of volume holograms. Significant loses occur due to

the low efficiency of traditional sawtooth-based liquid

crystal small-angle continuous beam steerers before and

after the holographic stack of gratings.

This steering approach has demonstrated continuous

beam steering over a field of regard greater than 45� [37],

[49]. The Raytheon patent on this technique claims the

ability to steer at more than plus or minus 45� [18]. It
would be possible to use this technique to steer both

polarizations of light, but it would mean doubling the

number of beam-steering elements.

If we want an 80� field of regard and 5� per step, then

we would need to have 16 gratings in each dimension.

Even at 0.5% loss per grating, that would mean a 16% loss

when both dimensions are included. It will be critical to

reduce losses per stage to a minimum if large-angle
deflection is desired at high efficiency. A single piece of

holographic glass is about 2 mm thick. This can cause

limited walkoff issues in a large stack, due to 4 cm

thickness for 20 gratings. By walkoff we mean the beam

can move off the active area of the substrate or can hit the

side wall because it is essentially steered inside of a

tunnel.

Table 2 Efficiency Versus Number of Steps in a Ramp
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B. Birefringent Prisms and Sawtooth Gratings
A second approach to wide-angle beam steering is to use

birefringent prisms [50]–[54]. This technique also starts

with a continuous beam steerer for small- to moderate-angle

beam steering in each dimension. Larger angles are reached

using a binary set of birefringent prisms. One polarization is

deflected by the prism in one direction, while the other

polarization is deflected in the other direction. Binary beam

steering can be accomplished by rotating polarization
between prism layers. A liquid crystal layer can be used to

rotate polarization before each birefringent prism. Multiple

prisms at factors of two in angular deflection allow for

moderately large-angle beam steering. For example, if we

once again take the case of a 40� field-of-regard continuous

beam steerer, birefringent prisms would be needed for 2.5�,
5�, and 10�. Teledyne (formerly Rockwell Scientific) has

pursued the birefringent prism approach for wide-angle
steering. Teledyne has demonstrated steering out to plus or

minus 20� using this approach. A difficulty with birefrin-

gent prism wide-angle beam steering is that the prisms get

very thick at large angles. If a person were to use a

birefringent material with a 0.2 birefringence, and had a

5-cm-diameter aperture, a 20� beam steerer would require

a prism thickness of more than 8 cm. This thickness level

causes significant problems with beam walkoff. If we had
20� steering at the beginning of an 8 cm tunnel, the walkoff

would be almost 3 cm. This would require significant

expansion of a 5-cm-diameter aperture to compensate for

beam walkoff. A thick aperture must expand as the beam

travels from the entrance of the aperture to the exit.

Currently, the largest birefringent prisms range from

about 1 to 5 cm, depending on the material used. Prisms

made from higher birefringence materials are available in
smaller sizes. Some possible materials for birefringent

prisms include calcite, which is a natural crystal. It is

currently limited to 4–6 cm apertures. Another material is

YVO4, a synthetic material, currently limited to 2–3 cm

apertures, and Rutile, another synthetic. It has the highest

birefringence and index but is currently limited to about

1 cm diameter.

Fig. 11 shows a stack of birefringent prisms, polariza-
tion rotators, and one continuous beam steerer to fill in

between the digital angle steering available from the

birefringent stack. One nice feature of birefringent prisms

is that they can be designed for broad spectral band
operation. They exhibit only material dispersion and not

the diffractive dispersion associated with gratings. Another

nice feature of this approach is that it only requires one

small-angle continuous beam steerer for each dimension.

The number of states you can steer to progresses

geometrically, doubling with the addition of each new

birefringent prism. For use with conventional sawtooth-

based liquid crystal beam steerers, both of these features
are very important to achieving high efficiency due to the

rapid decrease in efficiency versus angle.

A fundamentally similar, but much thinner, step-

steering approach to wide-angle step steering is to use

sawtooth profile phase gratings that act on a single linear

polarization. Fig. 1 shows how, for a single wavelength, a

modulo 2� sawtooth profile can be expended to act in

phase like a prism. A fixed sawtooth phase profile can be
written either by varying index of refraction in a medium

of constant thickness or by varying thickness of a material.

Sawtooth birefringent gratings can be switched in or out

of the optical path by changing polarization, such as is

done with the birefringent prisms discussed above,

allowing thinner digital beam deflector architectures

[19]. Alternately, switchable sawtooth phase gratings

could also be used in the same manner. In the early
1990s, switchable liquid crystal holographic optical

elements such as diffractive gratings and lenses were

being developed [55]–[57]. Each sawtooth phase grating

stage can double the maximum steered angle in one

dimension, just like with switchable polarization prisms.

Gratings are thin, so large steered angles are possible. Like

the birefringent prisms, it only requires a single stage of

fine angle steering before the wide-angle steering. This is
in contrast to holographic wide-angle steering that

requires fine-angle steering both before and after the

holographic stack of glass. These gratings create a

sawtooth profile in OPD, resulting in a sawtooth profile

in phase, which can be unfolded exactly for a single

wavelength. There should not be any fringing field loss,

but there can be loss due to shadowing near the reset. In a

large stack of gratings, these losses can accumulate.
Potential efficiency per grating stage is the main issue

with this approach for many digital stages of wide-angle

step steering.

C. Liquid Crystal Polarization Grating
A fourth wide-angle step-steering approach is based on

circular polarized gratings formed in bulk, surface aligned,

liquid crystals. In the literature, these are called liquid
crystal polarization gratings (LCPGs) [20]. Nonmechanical

beam-steering approaches discussed until now rely on

creating OPD, which is equivalent to a phase delay. There

is an alternate approach that directly creates a phase delay.

Fig. 12 shows the optical model of the quarter-waveplate,

half-waveplate, quarter-waveplate (QHQ) device of

Pancharatam [58]. A light beam passes through a polarizer,Fig. 11. Birefringent prism steering.
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a quarter-wave plate (�=4 plate), a half-wave plate (�=2

plate), another quarter-wave plate, and another polarizer.

Linear incident light becomes circular polarized after

the first �=4 plate, which can be defined as Ein according

to Jones calculus notation

Ein ¼
Exin

Eyin

� �
¼ Exin

i � Exin

� �
: (8)

For convenience, we assume it is a right-hand circular

polarized light. Exin and Eyin are vector components along

the x and y-axis, respectively. The transmitted light Eout is

defined as a linear mapping of the incident light Ein by a

Jones matrix, which represents the �=2 plate

Eout ¼
cos� � sin�

sin� cos�

� �
�

1 0

0 ei’

� �

�
cos� sin�

� sin� cos�

� �
�

Exin

i � Exin

� �
(9)

where � represents the angle between the slow axis of the

half-wave plate and the x-axis and ’ is denoted as the phase

retardation of the half-wave plate, which is equal to �. The

final relationship can be simplified as

Eout ¼
Exinei�2�

�i � Exinei�2�

� �
: (10)

In the last expression, the transmitted light is a left-
hand circular polarized light with a common phase factor

ei�2�, which is the most important result from the simple

model. The phase of the transmitted circular light can be

accurately controlled by the azimuth angle �. If � varies

horizontally from 0 to �, the spatial phase profile of

transmitted light will vary horizontally from 0 to 2�. If we

have an LC cell with an in-plane director, the azimuth angle

linearly rotating from 0 to �, and the total OPD across the
cell agreeing with the half-wave retardation for the design

wavelength, then the final spatial phase profile of

transmitted light will linearly change from 0 to 2�. By

duplicating this spatial director configuration repeatedly,

an LC grating without any flyback or reset can be created.
The amazing thing is that the cell is only one half-wave

OPD thick. The flyback, or reset, is eliminated in this

device. The thin cell gap reduces light scatting and

adsorption of the liquid crystal cell. With this type of

device, even though the optical thickness is only half-wave,

it is possible to create a constant large phase gradient over

an aperture size only limited by manufacturing constraints.

LCPGs with nearly ideal diffraction efficiencies
(> 99.5%) have been experimentally demonstrated over a

wide range of grating periods, wavelengths (visible to near-

infrared), and areas (many square centimeters) [59]–[62].

Each polarization grating stage can double the maximum

steered angle in one dimension without major efficiency

reductions, so very large steered angles are possible (at least

to �40� field of regard). Like the birefringent prisms and

sawtooth phase gratings, it only requires a single stage of
fine-angle steering before the wide-angle steering. This is

in contrast to volume holographic wide-angle steering that

requires fine-angle steering both before and after the

holographic stack of glass. Fig. 13 shows ternary steering as

compared to the binary steering shown in Fig. 11.

The structure at the heart of these devices is a

polarization grating (PG), implemented using nematic

liquid crystals (optionally switchable, or polymerizable), as
shown in Fig. 14. The nematic director is a continuous in-

plane bend-splay pattern established using an ultraviolet

polarization hologram exposing photoalignment materials.

When voltage is applied, the director orients out of plane,

effectively erasing the grating. Diffraction occurs accord-

ing to the following:

�m¼0 ¼ cos2 ��nd

�

� �
(11)

�m¼�1 ¼
1	 S03

2

� �
sin2 ��nd

�

� �
(12)

where �m is the diffraction efficiency of the mth-order, � is

the wavelength of incident light, and S03 ¼ S3=S0 is the

normalized Stokes parameter corresponding to ellipticity

of incident light. The grating equation (3) applies. Note

that only these three orders are possible, and that when the

Fig. 12. A basic setup of QHQ stack: (a) and (e) polarizer;

(b) and (d) quarter-wave plate; and (c) half-wave plate.

Fig. 13. Ternary polarization grating steering.
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retardation of the LC layer is half-wave ð�nd ¼ �=2Þ, then

100% of the incident light can be directed out of the zeroth

order. Note further that when the input polarization is
circular, then all light can be directed into a single first

order, with the handedness ðS03 ¼ �1Þ selecting the

diffraction order (Fig. 13). Fig. 15 shows experimental

validation of the extremely high steering efficiency.

A single LCPG can be considered the key component

within digital beam steerer with three possible directions

(�� and 0�), as identified in Fig. 13. For the nondiffracting
case, an applied voltage reduces the effective birefringence

toward zero ð�n! 0Þ. LCPGs may also be fabricated with

polymerizable liquid crystals, also known as reactive

mesogens, and would therefore be fixed indefinitely. The

practical advantages of these passive PGs (over the

switchable, or active, PGs) are that they tend to manifest

less scattering losses and allow for smaller grating periods.

While Crawford et al. originally conceived the circular
LCPG in its switchable and polymer [63] forms, and

demonstrated their basic diffraction behavior, their

experimental results showed low efficiencies (
 8%) and

were limited to small diffraction angles. Subsequently,

Escuti et al. developed materials and processing methods

that produced defect-free, nearly ideal PGs with > 99.5%

experimental diffraction efficiency (in the switchable

[64]–[66] and polymer [67] variants) and grating periods
from � 5 	m as a representative example [63]. Fig. 16

shows measured efficiency in each order, with an inset

image of the LCPG as seen within a polarizing optical

microscope. Low loss due to scatter has been demonstrated

(G 0.3%). A subsequent report by Cipparrone et al. [69]

achieved similarly high-quality switchable gratings using

different materials. More recent work by Escuti et al. has

developed polymer PGs down to 1 	m. This proven ability
to experimentally realize nearly ideal PGs at almost any

aperture size is the key innovation that enables the wide-

angle beam steering described in this section.

Two primary configurations of LCPGs and variable LC

�=2-waveplates are shown in Fig. 17 that can implement a

single wide-angle beam steering stage. The passive

approach has the primary advantage that the maximum

steering angle is twice as large as the active approach, for
identical grating periods. The active approach has the

advantage that only one PG is required per stage, and

therefore has potentially lower scattering losses. The

comparative advantages of each approach are being

studied [20].

Multiple stages may be cascaded to implement a

coarse, binary beam steerer (Fig. 18). Furthermore, a

Fig. 16. Measured diffraction from LCPG.

Fig. 14. Director profile of liquid crystal polarization gratings.

(a) shows the top view; (b) and (c) shown the side view

in the zero and high voltage cases, respectively.

Fig. 15. Beam steering with single LCPG.
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completely continuous wide-angle steering system can be

implemented by adding a single fine-angle steering module

(e.g., a liquid crystal spatial light modulator). As illustrated

in Fig. 18, each PG stage incrementally contributes to the

deflection angle as it is turned on, but always adds to the
loss. Therefore, the number of stages within the beam-

steering stack limits the overall efficiency, which is

strongly affected by four factorsVsteering efficiency,

scatter, absorption, and Fresnel lossVwhich could be

significant.

For example, a 1550-nm system is being developed that
will cover an 80� � 80� field of regard in 1.25� steps with

a random-access rate of G 10 ms. To do this, five azimuth

and five elevation steering stages (i.e., 1.25�, 2.5�, 5.0�,
10.0�, and 20.0�) are needed within a conventional digital

steering stack. The ten stages represent ten polarization

gratings and ten liquid crystal switches. If moderately best-

in-class values are used for the different loss parameters,

the cumulative loss estimates for the active and passive
coarse steering devices are estimated as follows.

• Steering loss (fraction of received light not steered

into the intended order): Current loss is G 1% per

grating: 10 stages @ 1% per ¼ 10% loss.

• Fresnel loss (due to index differences): Using

optimal glass substrates and index-matching coat-

ings, estimate 20 components @ 0:1% per ¼ 1�
0:99920 ¼ 2% loss.

• Absorption (due to the transparent conductor layers):

Estimate G 1% at 1550 nm each layer, with

40 layers @ 1% ¼ 1� 0:99340 ¼ 24% loss, if stan-

dard Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) is used. An alternate

transparent conductor can make a major difference, as

discussed below.

• Scatter (light randomly scattered by the PGs):

Need current best in class to stay below 0.5% loss.
Current loss is G 0.3% for the best passive gratings.

10 stages @ 0:5% per ¼ 5% loss.

From this loss analysis, the 80� � 80� stepper with 1.25�

resolution will have an overall efficiency of approximately 60%,

with most of the loss coming from transparent conductor

absorption (in this case ITO). If the system is instead built using

1000-�/sq Transcon, transparent conductors developed by

Teledyne Scientific, which are expected to have G 0.1%
absorption at 1500 nm, then system throughput increases to

80%. Novel configurations of the PGs and waveplates are

being studied that can reduce the number of components

needed in the stack and could reduce losses [19]. Using novel

schemes up to 87% efficiency over an 80� � 80� steering field

of view is shown as possible, with 1.25� steering increments.

Further improvement requires PGs with even more ideal

properties, which should be possible as the fabrication
techniques mature and device development moves from visible

to near-IR, where there is more tolerance to slight fabrication

errors. With careful engineering, this approach, combined with

narrow field of regard LC steering, should be able to achieve

> 90% efficiency over a very wide field of view.

This approach has the potential to be inexpensive to

manufacture.

IV. ALTERNATE NONMECHANICAL
STEERING APPROACHES

A. Lenslet Array-Based Steering
In this section, we explore a microlens array imple-

mentation of fixed period, variable blaze (or order) beamFig. 18. Detail of the coarse, binary (PG) module.

Fig. 17. Primary configurations of a single LCPG wide-angle steering

stage using (a) two passive PGs and (b) one active PG.
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steering that makes use of three cascaded arrays [28], [71].
There are two reasons to investigate lenslet-based beam

steering. One is because there are no physical resets, only a

jump in the first derivative of phase. This can eliminate the

flyback region associated with sawtooth phase profiles,

thus increasing maximum steering efficiency. The second

reason is, for large lenslet beam steering, we will need

almost four times less OPD in a given layer then using an

LC sawtooth profile. The main disadvantage of lenslet-
based beam steering is it has multiple layers. Each layer

adds complexity and can reduce steering efficiency due to

mundane engineering factors such as absorption, reflec-

tion, and scattering.

A single triplet of the cascaded arrays is shown in

Fig. 19.

Early work only used a doublet for steering [72], [73].

The reason for going to three lenses in later work is
because a field lens between the two lenslets redirects light

such that essentially all of the light passing through the

first lens will reach the last lens [27]. From Fig. 19, it can

be seen that the steering angle is given by

tan � ¼ �x

f
(13)

where �x is the amount of decenter of the first microlens

with respect to the optical axis of the other two

microlenses and f is the common focal length of all three

microlenses in the triplet. Steering is based on changing

the diffractive orders, so a phase corrector plate needs to

be used to dither the angular location of orders [74], or a

fine angle beam steerer must be used to steer between

orders [72]. An example of steering to discrete angles is
shown in Table 3.

At F1, we can achieve steering up to 25�, so this can be

a moderately wide-angle steering approach, as well as

moving to high efficiency. Creating the moving microlens

array electronically allows very precise positioning of the

array since the positioning is based upon electrode spacing

and applied voltages.

For simplicity, we assume microlens elements are

plano-convex, as illustrated in Fig. 20.

We can calculate d, which is the required OPD to make
the lens of a given thickness, using the standard sag

formula

OPD ¼ ðn� 1Þd ¼ 

2

2f
(14)

where n is the index of the microlens. From (5), we can see

that if �x ¼ 
, the radius of the microlens, that the lenslet

array will steer to the maximum allowed angle. Using (13)
with �x ¼ 
 and (14), we can see that

OPD ¼ 

2

tanð�maxÞ: (15)

The effective resets would be at the spacing of the

lenslet arrays. For small angles, we can make sine and

tangent equivalent. The result is that we need an OPD four

times thinner than a triangular profile phase to have the

ability to steer to the maximum angle in a lenslet array. Of

course we cannot steer out to the full radius of the lenslets

and have good beam quality. A factor of 3.5 reduction in

OPD using this approach is a good estimate.
The best method of doing fine-angle beam steering is

by adding up to a one-wavelength phase delay behind each

lenslet in one of the lenslet arrays [14], [74]. This

additional phase delay dithers the location of the orders

of the fixed period beam steerer. The additional phase

Fig. 19. Lenslet array beam steering.

Table 3 Lenslet Steering Parameters

Fig. 20. All positive lenslet microlens geometry.
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delay can be included in one of the lenslet arrays or can be
a separate, fourth layer, depending on which is easier to

implement.

An alternate lenslet-based steering approach can use

a mixed set of lenslet arrays, with both positive and

negative lenslets. This approach is shown in Fig. 20. The

mixed lenslet approach eliminates the foci, thus

increasing power handling capability [75]. The second

major advantage of a mixed lenslet approach for beam
steering is that lenslets are not required to have the

ability to focus. An issue that occurs with the all-positive

lenslet arrays is that there exists a minimum required

OPD or each lenslet is not of high quality. If lenslets

become too small and have a high F#, then the Bfocus[
is in the far field of the lenslet. This means the lens does

not have a quality focus. For mixed lenslet, the focused

beam only is half the distance to a focus before it is
diverged again by the negative lenslet. In that case, a

focus is not required.

Fig. 21 shows a lenslet steering approach without an

internal focus. This approach is previously discussed for a

single set of lenses. [75]. The focal length of the positive

lenslets is twice the focal length of the al-positive lenslet

approach if the steering angle is kept constant. The

negative lenslet requires a focal length half as large, but it
could be implemented using a high index fixed material.

This approach requires the two positive, outside, lenslet

arrays to have identical focal lengths and to be placed one

focal length apart. This is half the separation of the all-

positive lenslet array approach.

For mixed lenslet steering, the center lenslet is moved

down one unit while the positive lenslet on the other side

is moved up two units. For a mixed lens approach

� ¼ arctan
2�x

f

� �
: (16)

In (16), f is the focal length of the positive lenslets. The

focal length of the negative lenslet is one-fourth that of the
positive lenslet. Digital simulations showed the mixed

lenslet approach having > 98% steering efficiency for

small angles such as 1.5�. The middle lenslet could,

however, still clip energy entering the first lenslet. The

main issue on efficiency will, however, be loss through

multiple layers.

B. MEMS-Based Laser Beam Steering
MEMS mirrors are another steering option [76].

Individual mirrors are dispersion-free and polarization-

invariant. Large single-aperture mirrors are bulky and slow,

however, and they consume high power. Using the same

optical phased array concept, a large single-aperture mirror

can be divided into an array of much smaller aperture

MEMS mirrors. The MEMS mirrors are much faster
because they have much lower mass and inertia. But in

order to form a phased array, we need to provide a 2� phase

shift between the MEMS mirrors. A 2� phase shift can be

provided either by moving each mirror vertically or by

adding a phase shift layer before each micromirror. The

phase layer only has to be a � phase layer to provide 0 to 2�
phase shift since we are in a reflective mode. At the same

time, the micromirrors must generate angular rotation to
steer the light beam.

MEMS mirror-based steering has to operate in a

reflective mode. The need to make the steering elements

reflective can increase the size of a steering system. At the

same time, MEMS mirrors could be used to steer prior to a

digital stage, such as shown in Fig. 22. With a MEMS mirror

beam steerer, both azimuth and elevation can be steered on

one surface rather than separating azimuth and elevation
steering, such as occurs with reflective liquid crystal arrays.

There is no flyback region with MEMS mirrors. Due to

size of the MEMS mirrors, the best method of steering is

by tilting the micromirrors. Since this is not a piston

steering approach, there is no digitization loss. This

removes the two major loss mechanisms associated with

sawtooth-based LCs. If either a piston motion can be used

for phasing between phase ramps or a separate phase layer,
then this can be a very high-efficiency steering method.

Fill factor will need to be addressed to keep high

throughput efficiency with MEMS steering. Combination

of a reflective array of MEMS mirrors with a step-steering

approach could be very efficient over wide angles.

Texas Instruments (TI) pioneered development of

MEMS mirror arrays for displays [77], while Lucent wasFig. 21. Lenslet array steering configuration without an internal focus.

Fig. 22. Reflective geometry for fine-angle steering.
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the lead to apply MEMS mirror array for optical commu-
nications [78]. However, these TI or Lucent MEMS mirrors

do not have phase, or piston control. On the other hand,

Stewart et al. demonstrated deformable micromirror arrays

with piston actuation using a deformable membrane [79].

This type of micromirror arrays is mainly used for wavefront

correction applications. Tuantranont et al. reported a phase-

only micromirror array using flip-chip bonding and electro-

thermal actuation [80]. Lucent also reported a micromirror
array design that can generate tip/tilt and piston (TTP)

motions by using hidden lateral comb drives [81], [82], but

the angular and piston ranges of the TTP mirrors are

relatively small and compromise each other. All these

efforts, however, are based on thin-film structures. The sizes

of the mirrors with phase control are all about 100 	m. This

kind of mirror size is too large for a stair-step phase profile.

At the same time, a large number of micromirrors are
needed to form a large effective aperture size of an OPA,

which will result in a high complexity of the control

electronics. Also the radii of curvature of those thin-film

mirrors are typically not high.

TTP micromirrors have been realized by various

actuation mechanisms, including electrostatic vertical

comb drives [83]–[87] and electrothermal bimorph

actuators [88], [89]. Electrostatic actuation is fast and
consumes low power but requires high drive voltages and

has small linear and angular scan ranges. In contrast,

electrothermal actuation achieves large linear and angular

scan ranges at low voltages but has relatively slower speeds

and consumes higher power. Milanovic et al. 2004

demonstrated an electrostatic micromirror that has a

mirror size of 0.6 mm and a response time of 0.2 ms

[84]. Wu et al. demonstrated an electrothermal micro-
mirror that has a mirror size of > 1.0 mm and a response

time of about 3 ms, as shown in Fig. 23 [90]. Fabrication

and characterization of a 4 � 4 micromirror array

consisting of TTP electrothermal MEMS mirrors has also

been reported [91]. Each micromirror has an optical
aperture size of 0.5 � 0.5 mm2. Both tip and tilt angles of

over �30� are obtained with less than 5 Vdc. The piston

displacement reaches 215 	m at 4 Vdc. Two-dimensional

scanning was demonstrated. The thermal response time of

the micromirrors is about 10 ms.

For MEMS mirror arrays, it is critical to have high-area

fill factors. One way to boost fill factors is to use hidden

actuators, i.e., microactuators are placed under mirror
plates. Hidden actuators can be easily implemented in

thin-film surface-micromachining processes [92], [93].

One example is TI’s digital micromirror devices, which

have small pixel sizes. The fabrication of single-crystal

silicon (SCS)-based hidden actuators for large-subaperture

TTP micromirror arrays is much more challenging. The

commonly used approaches are to transfer single-crystal

silicon mirrors via capillary fluidic self-assembling [94],
manual assembling [84], photoresist wafer gluing [85], or

wafer-to-wafer bonding plus flip-chip bonding [86], [95],

[96]. Wafer-level bonding requires several wafer bonding

steps, resulting in high cost and low yield. Manual transfer

does not provide high accuracy and reproducibility. Flip-

chip bonding is a good compromise. To date, only small

SCS TTP micromirror arrays (less than 6 � 6) have been

demonstrated.
MEMS micromirror-based OPAs have the advantages

of low insertion loss and no change of polarization. The

only dispersion comes if a phase mismatch occurs at the

reset. High-area fill factors can be obtained by utilizing

hidden actuators. Large arrays of thin-film TTP micro-

mirrors have been demonstrated but suffer from the

limitations of mirror flatness, mirror size, scan range, and

complexity of control electronics. SCS-based TTP micro-
mirror arrays also have been reported to achieve large

subaperture sizes, high mirror flatness, large scan range,

and simple control electronics, but the fabrication

processes are generally more complex, and the large

arrays of such SCS micromirror-based OPAs have not been

realized. MEMS mirror arrays need to have very high

reflectivity in order to handle high powers, since the

thermal path for cooling is very slow.

C. Electrowetting-Based Beam Steering
Electrowetting has recently become another interest-

ing option for steering optical beams. Initially people

thought in terms of making lenslets by moving bubbles of

liquid around. This is an interesting option that would be

similar to lenslet-based steering, but it would be very

difficult to prevent adjacent bubbles from coalescing. As an
alternative, the University of Cincinnati has led the way

toward using small boxes that contain low index water and

high index oil. As shown in Fig. 24, the sidewalls of the

boxes each have an electrode that modulates the liquid

surface-wetting contact angle.

A prism geometry is created by applying sufficient

voltage to any two opposing sidewalls to create a straightFig. 23. A tip/tilt/piston micromirror.
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but tilted interface between the water and oil [97].

Electrowetting can easily change the apex angles of the

prism by a much asþ=�45�. This could allow transmissive

beam steering out to þ=�45�. Of course, this approach
could be combined with one of the large-angle step-

steering approaches discussed earlier. Compression and

transmission ratios [7] for the device can reduce the net

beam-steering efficiency to 50% at the maximum

steering angles, but this limitation is not unique to this

approach.

This electrowetting approach is a fixed-period beam-

steering approach. Steering in an array of titled surfaces
will occur by changing the order of the blaze. If an

additional phase layer is utilized, then continuous steer-

ing can be achieved. The additional layer could be a

liquid crystal layer. The size of these elements can be up

to a few millimeters. This makes it an interesting

candidate for broadband beam steering with larger resets.

Electrowetting can be used in either reflective or trans-

missive modes. Electrowetting can steer to large angles in
a transmissive mode, and a liquid crystal layer can pro-

vide phase matching between tilted segments, for the

design wavelength. For a wavelength other then the design

wavelength, we will still have moderate angular reso-

lution because titled segments as large a 3 mm can be

manufactured.

There are other factors for electrowetting prisms that

should be briefly discussed. Switching speed should be on
the order of 1 ms for the smallest prisms (tens of

micrometers) and tens to hundreds of milliseconds for

millimeter-sized prisms [98]. This size dependence is

because electrowetting is an electromechanical effect

requiring movement of mass (i.e., the liquids). Optical

absorption is practically a nonissue in the visible and

NIR. However, for wavelengths > 2 	m, it is well

understood that the water inside the prism will be a
strong absorber. To remedy this, either the water must be

replaced with a different liquid or the prisms must be

very small (tens of micrometers high) to minimize optical

absorption. Electrowetting can also provide reflective

mode operation, as demonstrated recently by suspending
a multilayer dielectric reflector film between the water/

oil interface [99]. So long as the optical power is incident

on the oil side of the device, operation well out into the

infrared is possible with the right choice of dielectric

mirror and oil materials. Because the reflection from the

mirror occurs inside a high refractive index oil ðn > 1:6Þ,
the additional refraction of the beam as it exits the device

easily allows course steering over all angles contained
within an entire hemisphere. However, like MEMS and

lenslets, an additional phasing layer is required. Lastly, it

should be noted that electrowetting prism arrays now in

development utilize fabrication tools like those found in a

liquid crystal display fabrication facility. Therefore

electrowetting prism arrays might be scalable to larger

apertures, possibly even > 10 cm, and fabrication should

not be expensive.

D. Vertical Continuous Optical Phased Arrays
As discussed above, LC optical phased arrays usually

follow the idea of generating a linear change of OPD across

the aperture, while using resets to keep the required OPD

small. Resets then impose a flyback region, reducing

efficiency. As an alternative, the V-COPA devices discussed

here use the same basic physics as the QHQ device of
Pancharatam, discussed earlier. The difference is the steering

angle of a single V-COPA device is variable instead of fixed

like the previously discussed polarization gratings. V-COPA

devices also have approximately 99.5% diffractive steering

efficiency, similar to birefringent prisms [100].

The LCPGs discussed earlier achieve their spiral

structure through the use of an alignment layer that has

the desired spiral structure. This approach obviously does
not yield a tunable device. Kent State has demonstrated a

variable device called the V-COPA [100].

The basic structure of the device is shown in Fig. 25 by

Shi of Kent State. The alignment is approximately vertical

at the top and bottom substrates. The alignment is quasi-

vertical alignment because in some domains the alignment

is not exactly vertical but slightly tilts to the left, right, or

in and out of the plane of the paper. For example, the
alignment over electrode #1 and #2, and over the gap

between them, is slightly pointed into the plane of the

Fig. 24. Diagrams of basic operation of an electrowetting prism,

with rough dimensions.

Fig. 25. V-COPA alignment setup.
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paper. Similarly, the alignment over electrode #3 is
slightly pointed to the right, while the alignment over

electrode #6 is pointed to left. All the other region’s

alignment keeps the initial vertical direction.

The cell is filled with ��" LC materials, so when a

voltage is applied to cause an E-field that is vertical in the

figure, the LC directors will distribute in the x-y plane. The

helical sense adopted is controlled by the slight tilting of

the director alignment layer.
The tipping of the director to the left and right in

Fig. 25 can be controlled by fringing fields resulting from

the voltage pattern applied to the in-plane cell electrodes.

In this way, the regions tilting to the left or right can be

controlled and the sense of the helix can be electrically

controlled.

Fig. 26, taken by Shi at Kent State, shows the steering

of a 1.5 	m laser beam passing through a test device.
State 0 corresponds to the case when no voltage is applied

to the device, and so no helix is present, and the beam is

not defected. The þ1 states are with voltage applied to

cause the formation of a spiral structure. The fringing

fields from the electrodes have been used to cause these

two states to have a different helical sense and therefore to

cause the laser beam to be steered in different directions.

By controlling the voltages applied to the electrodes,
the period of the helix can be changed. Tunable steering

angle can be achieved. The main focus of current work on

V-COPA is switching speed. If speed is sufficient, then this

will become a very attractive steering approach. It has high

diffractive efficiency, like the birefringent prisms, but will

require fewer layers. It is not clear that tunable devices will

be manufacturable to steer to as large and angle as the

fixed devices, so a future combination of VCOPA with a
large angle step-steering approach like birefringent prisms

is likely.

V. SUMMARY

Many interesting design options are becoming available

for nonmechanical steering of narrow linewidth radia-
tion. The significant efficiency limitations of traditional

sawtooth phase profile LC-based steering are being

overcome by a combination of attractive step-steering

approaches and alternate continuous steering ap-

proaches. Fixed angle, step steering, polarization gratings

provide a very high-efficiency alternative method of

large-angle step steering. Due to a large acceptance

angle, they will allow steering of images. Because each
additional grating doubles or triples the number of

steering states, they allow use of a single small-angle

continuous steering element while steering to very large

angles such as plus or minus 40�. This reduces the effect

of the inefficiency of the sawtooth liquid crystal steering

approach. Variable birefringent gratings, V-COPA, have

recently been developed that provide breakthrough

diffractive efficiency levels in a continuous steering
approach. If speed is sufficient, this approach probably

will replace conventional sawtooth liquid crystal steer-

ing. Lenslet-based steering, or MEMS, are other possible

replacements for the continuous steering element,

usually employing sawtooth phase profile liquid crystals.

Lenslet steering can also provide a very efficient method

of continuous steering when combined with a 0 to 2�
phase layer. The major challenge with lenslet steering is
the number of device layers required. Electrowetting can

provide high-efficiency continuous steering in both

dimensions, to large angles, using a single two-dimen-

sional steering layer plus a 0 to 2� phase layer.

Holographic gratings are very efficient for large-angle

step steering. In the future, they could be combined with

more efficient continuous steering approaches. The

major limitations of volume holographic gratings are
the requirement for continuous steering before and after

and the fact that doubling the number of steering states

requires twice as many elements. More efficient

continuous steering approaches mitigate these effects.

We are coming much closer to performance options that

will allow nonmechanical beam steering to a faction of

the diffraction limit over very wide angles. These devices

are finally capable enough so electrooptical system
designers will begin to adopt them. The availability of

large angle, high efficiency, nonmechanical steering

options will significantly improve future electro-optics

systems. h
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